
Making the connection
between a research question
and the shape of a paper

Type up one research question (taking into
account the feedback you received to your
two samples).

Then, on the same page, write a description
of how you see this research question
shaping your development of your paper—
and your paper itself—using what is written
below to guide your work.

Your research question is based on observations you have made about
the organizations you studied, and as a question, it points you in the
direction of an answer or several possible answers. Because it points
you in a direction, it starts to indicate some shapes your paper can take.

To find the argument you want to make and to begin shaping it, you
need to ask:

■ What kind of answer do you think will come out of this
question?

■ What evidence will help you support your answer? Do you
need to tell your readers about the history of the organization,
or its publications, or about…?

■ What sort of order in that evidence will help lead your readers
to the answer you are hoping to develop?

Then:

■ What do you still need to do in order to answer your question
and support your work? What research do you still need to be
able to do to answer your question? What do you still need to
learn?

■ What further questions or concerns arise for you as you work
through the questions above?
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